TODAY'S TOP STORIES

1. 3M merges ESPE Dental and Unitek Orthodontics into single division [Full story]

2. Danaher shares increase, 3M shares decrease, & more: 7 dental company key notes [Full story]

3. Drs. Robert Leland, Bryan C. Edgar & more: 6 dentists in the headlines [Full story]

4. Webinar: Does robotic technology for orthopedics make clinical and financial sense in the ASC? Click [here](#) to learn more and register.

5. Kaiser fires back against claims it prioritizes PR over medical care [Full story]

6. Why CFO roles are being filled by Gen Xers [Full story]

7. Webinar: Hardwiring hospital-wide flow to drive competitive performance. Click [here](#) to learn more and register.